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WITWATER3RAND TE CHNIGAL COLLEGE:

iJO^-^UKCPLA:r HEALTH VISITORS' G0UH3E;

■*

crw*

Begins 1st of June ends some time in November.
Costs £10.
Entrance qualification - qualified Nurse or qualified

Mid-wife.

NON-EURCP^AN .^ALTH INSPECTORS1 COURSE: 
2 Years.
1st year - £4.
2nd year - £10.
Entrance - J.C. (sometimes Std.VII)

In aoevance because students didn1 t pay, but course possible 
if 12 (perhaps even fewer) applications and guaranteed fees.

-oOc----------

(information from Mr. Grenville 
to Mrs. M.E.Wnyte - 12.9.44.)



y 'Principal, staff and pupils of \ y  ' t ‘j

f 'Kutlwanonr Deaf and Dumb School, RQODEPOORT, 
invite you to a Garden Party and Demonstration of School work Saturday
April 13th, l$4-6, from P .30 p.m.

At 3 .3O p.m. a stone, to commemorate the establishment of this 
school, will he unveiled by the Rev. A. ¥. Blaxall, Chairman of the 
Management Board.

Tea will be served; R.S.V.P.
it will help if you bring . _ The Principal,
your own cud . Phone 61-15>27 P. 0. Box 2b,R00DSPC0RT .

Kutlwanong is entered through the .rounds of Ezenzeleni Blind 
Institute, which is to the north of Roodspoort African Township.

STORY OF KUTLWAUOUG
The story of a school is nearly always the story of an individual 

or two, but in the case of Kutlvr&nong it is the story of a regrettable 
number whose names will never recorded. Time and again during the 
past few years officials of the Deaf and Dumb Association have bsen 
asked to assist Native Commissioners, Magistrates and others confronted 
with uneducated deaf-mutes quite incapable of expressing tnemselves.

At last the Deaf Association, with the aid of the National Council 
for the Deaf, managed to secure a small farm at Roodepoort and. resolved, 
to train some of these lads instead of allowing them to grow up a misery 
to themselves and a menace to society.

So Kutlwanong was opened, quietly on the 1st July , an African
teacher and. his wife being in charge of a small family of a cozen deaf 
and dumb African lads.

It was not difficult to persuade the Union Education authorities that 
this school would meet a real need so they sent an inspector whose 
report led to official recognition as from the 1st April, 19^5, but not 
until January 19.4-6 was it possible to appoint a qualified teacher of 
the deaf. From that date Mrs. W. M. Coyne became principal, and her 
chief task will be the training of African assistants for this very 
specialized work.
The Deaf Association believe that the public will support an effort 

of this nature, especially when they know that every shilling they give 
is doubled by Government subsidy, and in the case of donations for 
building purposes every pound is worth three because the Union Education 
Department have promised two-thirds of the cost of approved buildings.
Negotiations are now taking place so that building operations may 

start in the very near future. At the gathering on the 13th April 
visitors will have an opportunity to see the uncomfortable conditions 
which prevail at present, and they will also see the lay-out of the 
proposed buildings, and - most important - they will have an opportunity 
to promise a donation if unable to give one on the spot.
It is hoped that the first section of the new buildings will be ready 

for occupation by September at the latest, when they will be opened by 
the Right Hon. J.H.Hofmeyr, Minister of Finance and Education.
Bring your friends to the party on the 13th April, make it a really 

happy affair full of promise’for the future welfare of our silent 
friends.
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